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ABSTRACT: There are many ways to interpretate music, and sometimes it can be hard to know 
what you, as a musician will like the most. This is an important choice that every musician have to 
consider when they work on a piece of music, both if it is a new piece they have not studied before 
or if it is something they have played before. Some of the reasons I do this are that I want to make 
the music more personal for me when I play it, and at the same time I want the audience to enjoy it 
and understand what my ensemble want to express by it. I will work on the horn trio by Johannes 
Brahms in two different ways, the first time by playing the piece and the second time by listening to 
other recordings and reading. By doing this I will try to find the interpretation that I prefer, and see 
if it is anything like the first interpretation I did the first time. 
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Introduction 
 

In my study of the horn trio by Johannes Brahms I want to experiment around the 

interpretation that is chosen in an ensemble I play with, compared to recordings of other 

ensembles. I did a concert and recording with an ensemble in the autumn of 2013. After 

this recording I studied the piece further, read the score and the other parts, listened to 

other recordings and got to know the piece very well. I have also read about Johannes 

Brahms, his life and the story about the piece. Which of the many interpretations out there 

would I prefer, and would I stick to my own interpretation after listening to many others? 

Are there phrases in my own interpretation I would like better and which would they be? 

What phrasing would I prefer from the other recordings I listened to? I would like to 

explore the different ways of playing, and also find the interpretation that I feel connects 

me with the music. This way, if I play the trio again in the future, I will be able to give the 

piece my own personal touch and hopefully also keep the emotions that are in the story of 

the piece.  

 

 

My thoughts before I started 
 

When I started practising and working on the trio, my plan was never to write a thesis 

about it, but when I realised that I did not know very much about the piece I figured it 

would be a good way to learn about it. Also it would be a great way to work on the 

interpretation of the music. So before I played the piece with my ensemble I did not know 

anything about it; nothing about the story behind it, I did not listen to any recordings of it 

and I did not read the full score. I only practised my own part. In my opinion this is not a 

good way to start out with a new piece, because I think a musician should have some sort 

of opinion about how he wants it to sound like when he starts practising it. Of course it 

depends on the music, but I think that normally it can be important to know something 

about the piece you play, because that would be the best way of interpretate it the way the 

composer intended. Also, I often prefer to use imaginary pictures when I play, to be able to 

express myself better. At this point I did not know how much meaning there was to this 

piece, so I would say it was lucky for me that I got this idea. So despite the fact that I do 
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not really like this way of interpretating, I thought it could be a good experience and a 

good way for me to be aware of my own perception while I practised and performed it. 

 

The pianist in the ensemble I played with had played it before, so when we started 

practising together and during our practise process, it was his thoughts that got to be the 

base of my way to interpretate the piece. After we started practising I listened to parts of 

recordings, but only those parts I thought was technically or rhythmically hard. After 

rehearsing a little with the ensemble I personally still did not have many thoughts about 

the meaning of the piece or how I wanted the audience or ourselves to interpret the music 

we played. After I decided to do my theses about this, I intentionally avoided a lot of the 

studying of the piece, so that it would be easier to see the differences from my naive 

interpretation and the recordings I would listen to after having done my own. 

 

In an ensemble like this there are different aspects to be aware of when we play, as there 

are three very different instruments. A lot of energy and focus will go to intonation, 

playing together and being as much one ensemble as possible, even though we are three 

individuals. Balance is also a very important thing, which could be very hard for me in 

this ensemble, because a french horn can be very loud compared to a violin, and I have 

never played in an ensemble like this before. The piece was originally written for nature 

horn. Even though the valve horn was up and coming at this time, Johannes still wanted 

his music to have the natural horn, and he refused to give in for the new and advanced 

instrument1. I think that could make sense about the balance issue, because a nature horn 

will not sound as much as a valve horn.  

 

It will be very interesting to see if I get a lot of new thoughts about how to interpretate the 

trio in general after learning about the piece and listening to other ensembles. The original 

plan for my theses was to do a second interpretation with my ensemble after the process of 

learning about the music, and this way be able to use and show my new preferred way of 

interpretating the piece, but unfortunately the plan had to change when I did not have an 

ensemble to play with for this.  

 

 

                                                             
1"Garret,"Joshua."Doctors"degree"theses."Brahms’(Horn(Trio:(Background(and(analysis(for(performers."The"
Julliard"School,"1998."http://www.johannesbrahms.dk/Artikler/BrahmsTrioDissertation.pdf"(Accessed"
2015I03I27),"Page"15"
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Johannes Brahms and his horn trio  
 

Johannes was born in Hamburg in 18332. He worked as both a conductor and composer, 

and he composed music for piano, chamber music ensembles, solo instruments and 

symphony orchestras. In his career as a composer he challenged harmony and melody 

structures in the romantic idiom, and he also moved away from the traditional sonata form 

(A-B-A’). We can see this in the first movement of the trio, which traditionally would have 

been a in sonata form, where he uses form A-B-A’-B’-A’’. 

 

As a young boy Johannes learned to play the piano, cello and french horn3. This probably 

had an influence on his idea of the horn trio, considering it was not a common ensemble to 

write for4. In fact he is considered to be the first composer who has written music for this 

kind of ensemble that is well known today. However, it was the piano he succeeded with 

as an instrumental performer.  

 

Johannes started working on the trio after his mother died in 1865. The third movement is 

an Adagio and it is also marked ”mesto”, which means sorrowful. It is often referred to as 

one of the most dark and delicately movement, written by Johannes. This movement is the 

movement that is directly connected to his mother, by him using a theme from a song that 

she used to sing to him when he was a young boy, the choral “Wer nur den lieben Gott 

lässt walten”5 (see figure 1). There are several recordings of this choral on the website 

YouTube. Johannes also used this theme for his Requiem ”Ein deutsches Requiem” which 

he composed in the same period of time6.  

                                                             
2"Gräsvold,"Hans"Magne"and"Gaukstad,"Öystein"”Johannes"Brahms”,"Store(Norske(Leksikon.(2014."
https://snl.no/Johannes_Brahms"(Accessed"2015I03I27)"
3"Green,"Aaron"Classical"Music"Expert."”Johannes"Brahms”,"About(Entertainment,(Classical(Composer(
Biographies."http://classicalmusic.about.com/od/classicalcomposers/p/brahmsprofile.htm"(Accessed"
2015I03I27)""
4"Garrett,"ibid."Page"1"
5"Garrett,"ibid."Page"10"
6 Platt,"Heather."Johannes(Brahms,(A(Research(and(Information(Guide."2nd"edition."Routledge,"2011."
EIbook"
https://books.google.se/books?id=L5E9JfA0vpAC&pg=PA298&lpg=PA298&dq=brahms+Wer+nur+den+li
eben+Gott+lässt&source=bl&ots=me4EGJHUBk&sig=PpBWyrN2iAYfSlwK7dx2SxoeVlg&hl=no&sa=X&ei=k
tHYVLyoKMPNygOc0YKQCQ&ved=0CCoQ6AEwAQ#v=onepage&q=brahms%20Wer%20nur%20den%20li
eben%20Gott%20lässt&f=false"(Accessed"2015I03I27),"page"298. 
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Figure'1:'"Wer'nur'den'lieben'Gott'lässt'walten",'written'by'Georg'Neumark'(1621'?'1681) 

 

So the fact that he is basing the third movement on this choral, and also that he is using the 

untraditional combination of instruments make me believe that the trio was very personal 

for Johannes. I would say that the piece is a story of him thinking back to his childhood 

and times he spent with his mother.   

 

The first theme we hear in the first movement of the trio is a melody that Johannes thought 

of when he was walking in the forest7. This was the summer of 1865, in the summer after 

his mother past away. The sun was shining and the birds were singing, and Johannes later 

brought his friend Albert Dietrich to this place in the forest and told him that “I was 

walking along one morning and as I came to this spot the sun shone out and the subject 

immediately suggested itself”8. This forest was located close to the town Baden-Baden in 

Germany, and he really enjoyed staying there in the summers. This is where the theme in 

the Andante comes from.  

 

The fourth movement, Allegro con Brio, has a main theme that is based on a German folk 

song called ”Dort in den Weiden steht ein Haus”. It is a big and noticeable transition from 

the third to the fourth movement, where the music moves from the very heavy and 

dramatically emotional Adagio and into a more cheerful and rhythmical Allegro con Brio.  

 

 

 

 

                                                             
7"Garrett,"ibid."Page"4"
8 May,"Florence,"The(life(of(Johannes(Brahms((Vol(2(of(2)."Public"domain,"September"27,"2012."EIbook."
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/40644/40644Ih/40644Ih.htm#CHAPTER_XIII"(Accessed"2015I05I
12),"page"39.""
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Interpretation 
 

We played in a concert at Jonsereds Herrgård at November 10, 2013. Before this we had 

six rehearsals, two with a teacher and four without. As mentioned before our pianist had 

some ideas for the interpretation, and then we got some ideas and tips from the teacher. 

Because I did not know anything before we started working on the piece, I did not mind 

any of the opinions the teacher and the pianist had.  

 

I did not know exactly what to expect from this piece, so I was quite surprised by how 

many small details there was in the music, and how hard it was to get all the three parts 

together. 

 

It was a hard piece to interpret, considering my starting point was like zero. There are 

rhythms that are hard to get in time together, and sometimes the violin and horn have the 

same rhythms while the piano have something completely different, for instance triplets 

with upbeats against the straight rhythms (see figures 2 and 3). 

 

 
Figure'2:'Bars'97'–'100,'first'movement 

 
Figure'3:'Bars'165'?'166,'first'movement 
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We tried to work a lot on balance, but it was hard. Mostly because the three instruments 

are so different, as I have said earlier, but we also had a little trouble because we practised 

in such small rooms. In the small rooms the horn gets very loud compared to the violin, 

and that was exactly what I feared even before we started. I am used to playing in a wind 

quintet, and also in an ensemble like that it is hard to not be too loud. This time it was 

even harder, and I felt like I was playing almost two dynamics softer than the written ones 

a lot of the time. I am not sure if the reason for this was the small rooms we played in, 

because it felt like this when we performed at the concert as well. Then again the hall we 

played in was not in advantage of the horn either, as the audience was very close, and 

there were a lot of curtains by the windows, which makes the acoustics very dry. It was 

very unfortunate because I think this piece needs the big differences in dynamics to make 

the emotions right, for instance to make the big differences into, and out from the third 

movement. There are also some marcatos and sforzandos that deserve to come out more, 

which I did not dare to do, because of the balance. If I do this piece again sometime, I 

hope I will get the opportunity to perform in a bigger hall with more suitable acoustic. 

Also, I would be so bold to say that maybe the violin could play a little louder in some 

places, which we did not try in the rehearsals because of the small rooms, and the 

acoustics that made it sound as loud as it was written in the music. But we got some 

feedback after the concert that the piano actually sometimes was too loud for both the 

violin and the horn. 

 

 

Thoughts during the studying of the piece 
 

After learning all these things about Johannes and the story behind the horn trio, I realised 

that I want to play this piece with a lot more feelings involved than I did last autumn. I 

started picking out phrases in the first and third movements that I wanted to do differently, 

just from reading about the background, and even without listening to any other 

ensembles. Some had to do with using different tempos and also some swelling in the 

phrases. I actually wanted to feel exactly what Johannes felt when he was walking in the 

forest and everything felt idyllic. Then again, what actually happened in Johannes’ mind 

when the theme changes and moves on faster and a little bit more dramatic? Obviously I 

do not know that, so I figured that I want to find my own way of playing and expressing 

the second theme in the first movement. This is where the importance of the meaning of 
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the music comes in; when music is written based on such emotions. If I were to write a 

piece that was very personal to me, I would want the musicians to play based on what I 

tried to express in the piece.  

 

As it happens, there was an incident in my own life just as I was studying the piece, where 

my father passed away. And as I was listening to the third movement over and over again, 

this big wave of feelings just hit me, and I could feel all the sorrow in this music. It was 

very strange for me, because I have always had pieces of music that awakes feelings in 

me, and I never felt that with the horn trio. But suddenly this happened and I felt that the 

music actually told me how sad Johannes was when he wrote it.   

 

It is mostly the first and the third movement of the trio that are the most described in 

general, so these are the two movements I have focused on for the interpretations. 

 

 

Interpretations by others 

 

I found three recordings that I chose to use for my comparison. They are from very 

different times, so hopefully there will be clear differences between them, in order to find 

things I like or do not like. 

 

The oldest one is from sometime between 1923 and 1933. The musicians playing here are 

Aubrey Brain on french horn, Adolf Busch on the violin and Rudolf Serkin on the piano. 

This recording is almost hundred years old, and I am thinking that music and 

interpretations could change a lot over this period of time and if so, it would be interesting 

to see in which ways and how much. 

 

The second recording I found was recorded in 1961. The musicians in this recording are 

Mason Jones on the french horn, Mieczyslaw Horszowski on the violin and Alexander 

Schneider on the piano. I think most of the movements are too slow in this one, all except 

from the Adagio mesto. Is this a style of contemporary interpretation? This is definitely 

the one I find the most different from my own interpretation, and I will get back to that in 

my comparison.  
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The third recording is with the famous horn player Sarah Willis who plays in the Berliner 

Philharmonic. She plays with Kotowa Machida on the violin and Cordelia Hoefer on the 

piano. This recording is very new, from 2009, and I have to admit that I hope I will like 

this interpretation a lot, as I really look up to this horn player, and I like the way she plays 

and interpret different kinds of music.  

 

 

Comparison 
 

As I have said before, my goal by comparing these recordings is to find the interpretation 

that suits me best, to make me connect with the emotions in the music. Even though I did 

not get to play it a second time, maybe I will be lucky enough to be able to play it later 

sometime. I will focus on the expressions that phrasing, tempos and dynamics give. I will 

refer to the phrases I am writing about by using bar numbers and time in the recordings.  

 

 

First movement 

 

There were some things that appeared clear to me in the three recordings just as I started 

to listen to them. In the first movement, one of the recordings was way too slow, and I did 

not hear the musical lines or much expression at all. This was the recording from 1961. 

The one from 2009 was kind of the opposite, and I thought that sometimes it was too 

much. I predicted that there would be differences like this, because of the different years 

of the recordings, but I did not think there would be such big contrasts between them. 

 

As mentioned before, the first theme we hear in the first movement is meant to describe a 

walk in the forest, with birds singing and the sun shining (Appendix 1). The recording 

from 1961 (I will refer to this one as the Jones-recording and the Jones-interpretation), is 

as I said too slow for my opinion, with 58 beats per minute (Recording 1 – Jones). 

In my mind this is just not moving forward, and it is more a picture of a person sitting 

still. Even so, it is kind of an idyllic feeling in this interpretation, and maybe it could be a 

part of the walk in the forest to sit down and just breathe the fresh air. I think that the eight 

notes in this part have to have a little more direction than this. The eight notes are not 
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played in one long line, and it also feels like the musicians play just bar by bar, or even 

beat by beat at some points.  

 

As I moved on to one of the other recordings, the one from the 1920s (I will refer to this 

one as the Brain-recording or Brain-interpretation), I felt a lot more comfortable. This 

tempo is more like a walk in the woods for me, with a bpm at roughly 64. I can picture 

and hear the birds as I listen to this one (Recording 2 – Brain, time 0:00 – 0:58). In this 

one the horn player also moves more forward towards bar 27 (see figure 4), not so much 

in tempo, but definitely in the dynamics, which I like a lot. In the Jones-recording the horn 

actually does a ritardando from bar 24 towards bar 27, and it kind of made the music stops 

(Recording 1 – Jones, time 0:48). 

 

 
Figure'4:'Bar'19?'28.'The'Brain?recording'have'a'lot'more'direction'at'this'point,'while'it'feels'like'the'slow'
Jones?recording'from'1961'almost'stop'into'bar'27.'

 

When I listened to the newest recording, the one from 2009 (I will refer to this recording 

as the Willis-recording or Willis-interpretation), I thought that this one was very fast, and I 

did not feel quite as relaxed as I would like to trying to picture the fore, with bpm 70 

(Recording 3 – Willis).  

 

Something that was very interesting about this was that it turned out that this interpretation 

is the one that is most like the interpretation we did in what I refer to as the Brissach-

recording or Brissach-interpretation (Recording 4 – Brissach). That made me think that 

maybe it has to do with the contemporary musicians, and the musical style right now, that 

we want to play things a little faster. Anyway, I like the Willis-recording (from 2009), but 

it is not right for this picture I want to have of the idyllic forest. This obviously means that 

I am not very happy about our interpretation either, as it was too fast. For the phrasing into 

bar 27 (see figure 4) I like our phrasing, but when I listen to it now I think it is a little 
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rushed, and I would like to have taken more time before the downbeat of bar 27 

(Recording 4 - Brissach, time 0:34).  

 

In the end of bar 55 (see figure 5) I think there should be a clear phrase ending, and even 

though the way is long to bar 55 in the Jones-recording, I have to say that the phrase 

ending there is very good (Recording 5 – Jones, time 0:00 – 0:21). 

 

 
Figure'5:'I'think'it'is'important'with'a'clear'phrase'ending'in'bar'55 

 

There is a nice diminuendo from bar 47 and all the way into bar 60 (Appendix 1, page 2-3. 

Recording 5, Jones). The problem is that because they are so slow it feels like they never 

start playing again in bar 56. In the bars where they are building up to the theme, 57 to 61 

I can not hear much phrasing with the crescendos and decrescendos, and when the theme 

comes back in bar 61 it is the same as in the beginning, very disjointed and not a very 

clear line in the phrases.  

 

The Willis-recording also have a clear phrase ending in bar 55 (Appendix 1, page 3), both 

in tempo and dynamics, and in contrast to the Jones-recording it moves on from bar 55 

into bar 56 (Recording 6 – Willis). You can hear the piano the whole time as the sound 

never stops, even though it is very soft. When the main theme comes back in bar 61, they 

change the articulation from the first time they played it, bars 1 – 21 (Recording 3 – 

Willis), which is quite interesting, because in the score it is printed exactly the same way 

(Recording 6 – Willis, time 0:27). This time they play it lighter, and with more air 

between the notes. I am picturing Johannes in the forest here, first bars 57 to 60 where 

there is something a little mysterious going on, maybe some noises he is not completely 

sure what is, on the side of the trail. Then in bar 61 he realises there is no danger and he 
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walks on with a smile on his face. I like this interpretation with the lighter eight notes in 

the theme, just because it seems a little more peaceful to me. 

 

I am not happy with our interpretation of this bit, bar 47 to 77 (Appendix 1, page 2-3. 

Recording 7 – Brissach). I do not think our phrase ending in bar 55 is any good, the 

dynamics in bars 56 to 60 is too loud and I do not get the phrase feeling I would like to 

have at all. The theme from bar 61 is not too bad played, and I think we have a nice line 

throughout the theme until bar 76, but we still could have gone softer earlier. I also think 

that the recording makes it sound a little louder that it really was, but it should be possible 

to go more down in dynamics here, to get the calm feeling before the next part.  

 

In bar 77 we get the second theme for the first time, poco piu animato. The transition here 

is quite difficult, rhythmically (see figure 6). As a trio you have to depend on hearing each 

other and trust that you are all on the same page. At the same time that you want to get the 

correct rhythms together, I would say that the flow is very important here, both with 

direction and by using the articulation that is written.  

 

 

 
 
Figure'6:'Bars'70'to'80,'the'transition'from'the'first'theme'to'the'second'theme.'It'is'quite'challenging'to'get'the'
rhythms'in'the'second'theme'together'and'at'the'same'time'make'the'music'flow.'
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Our trio, the Brissach-interpretation, chose to do this theme quite fast, with approximately 

bpm 100 (Recording 8 – Brissach). I think now that this is too fast, and especially if we 

are not sure about the rhythms. Even so, I do think that we made it flow and move 

forward. In this theme I picture the calm and idyllic forest turning into a little chaotic 

mood, a little windy and the leaves whirls up in the air. Maybe there are some clouds 

appearing in the sky.  

Because of the picture I want to imagine here I do not think the interpretation in the Jones-

recording is great for this theme (Recording 9 – Jones), even though this is the only one I 

found that actually follows the articulation as it is printed in the score (see figure 7). In 

this recording the violin makes the decrescendo on the last eight note in the bar both times 

this is written, but when he does this he also holds back the tempo and pulls back from the 

downbeat in the next bar. I feel that the music should be moving forward here, so I think it 

is not the ultimate way of playing it.  

 

 
Figure'7:'Bars'76'to'78.'The'Jones?recording'follows'this'articulation,'while'the'others'do'not.' 

 

I like the tempo they do in the second theme in the Brain-recording with bpm 92, from bar 

76 (Appendix 1, page 4. Recording 2, time 2:16 – 2:50). I also like the crescendos and 

decrescendos they do in the bars 77 to 85, as they make me see and feel the wind blowing 

and it gives me a feeling of windy waves coming out from between the trees.  
 

In my opinion there is one long phrase from the beginning of this theme from bar 77 and 

to bar 92. In the Brain-interpretation they go with this phrase, but I think they miss the 

small climax a little on the downbeat of bar 92 (see figure 8, Recording 2 – Brain, time 

2:45).  
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Figure'8:'In'the'Brain?interpretation'I'think'they'miss'the'small'climax'in'bar'92,'while'in'the'Willis?
interpretation'this'is'done'very'well.'

 
They could have made this a lot more clear just by using a little more time on this beat and 

make it a little heavier, which I think they do great in the Willis-recording (Recording 10 

– Willis, time 0:34). Also in this one I think they have a great tempo and the wind blows 

flowing through the phrase (Recording 10 – Willis). And they have a good climax in bar 

92. 

 

The Willis-interpretation keeps this up through the whole animato part, and I love the way 

they play from bar 95 to 105 (Appendix 1, page 5). First they start by building up to bar 

101, and making the music move forward by using the crescendos and decrescendos and 

little by little go louder (Recording 11 – Willis). Then the pianos intensity moves them up 

one more level into bar 104, where they hold back a little before the second beat and lands 

onto the second climax here (see figure 9).  

 

 
Figure'9:'Bars'101'to'104.'Great'articulation'in'the'two'climaxes'in'this'place,'in'the'Willis?interpretation. 

 

This actually gives me the chills, and I would have loved to make that happen for someone 

when I played it. Unfortunately, when I listen to the our recording it does not give me the 
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chills (Recording 12, Brissach), although I do think we got this second climax quite well 

and I feel very happy about it (Recording 12 – Brissach, time 0:15 – 0:19). We did not 

get the first climax as I would have liked it, and the horn sound is actually almost gone at 

this point in our recording. 

 

I would say that the biggest climax in the animato is in bar 104, but the music keeps the 

intensity throughout the animato, and on the way back to andante there are a few more 

mountain tops; in bars 116, 118 and 122 (Appendix 1, page 6). I think we played this part 

very well in the Brissach-interpretation, considering the climaxes, and made them clear 

(Recording 13 – Brissach, time 0:00 – 0:23). The first top in bar 116 is not so much a 

climax as it is a part of a phrase ending, but I like it with a heavy third beat in bar 115, 

dragging it a little, into bar 116. I see it as making a statement in a way; that this is when 

the weather decides to go back to being idyllic again. Our sforzando in bar 118 is not big 

enough. I think the piano could do a bigger crescendo in bar 117 to built up to this top. 

Then it is the same as bar 115 in bar 121, dragging the last beat into the last top, making 

the sforzando powerful enough.  

 

I also really like the next phrase, the last bars before andante. Bars 126 to 130 (see figure 

10), as I am picturing the wind and the trees calming and the man who is walking in the 

forest looks up towards the sun, and life is good. Especially with the piano playing the 

eight notes and duols in bars 127 to 131 (Recording 13 – Brissach, time 0:20 – 0:40).  

 

 
Figure'10:'Bars'126'to'130.'This'is'when'the'forest'lightens'up'around'Johannes'and'the'sun'comes'back'out.'

 

When I listened to the Jones-interpretation (Recording 14 – Jones), I did not get any 

strong impression of the climaxes I have mentioned earlier. They keep playing very slow, 

and even if they make small differences in the music at these spots I do not hear them as 

the climaxes I want them to be. The sforzandos in bar 118 and 122 are well articulated, but 

because of the tempo I do not hear them as any sorts of climaxes. Also in the last bars 

before the andante, bars 126 to 130 (see figure 10) (Recording 14 – Jones, time 0:41), I 
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do not get the feeling of the forest being a calmer and more peaceful place than in the 

animato, and it feels a little bit sad when they come back to the andante. I think this makes 

the journey back the andante and the main theme from bar 131 very plat and a little 

boring.  

 

In the Willis-recording I think it is very obvious that the top climax is in bar 104, as we 

can hear in the earlier recording number 11. Then for the next three climaxes they drag a 

little on the last beat in the bars 115 and 120 (Recording 15 – Willis), which is what we 

did in our interpretation. It does come out more in the Willis-interpretation though, and I 

really like the phrasing they do, especially into bar 116. In their last bars into andante, bars 

126 - 131 (see figure 10), they do ritardando, which is written from bar 125, and go all the 

way down to a very calm and comfortable tempo for the transition to andante (Recording 

15 – Willis, time 0:30). In my opinion this tempo they go down to through the ritardando 

should be somewhat close to the tempo they use in the andante, but in this interpretation 

they go on quite fast, around bpm 76, which is even faster then they did in the beginning. I 

have to admit that this is approximately the tempo we chose for our interpretation actually, 

and maybe it could work as a contrast to the first theme to make it a little more interesting. 

Even so, I want to get back to the wandering feeling that I think the music builds up to for 

the first theme, and I do not do that here as I get more a rushed feeling from them.  

 

As mentioned earlier do the first movement have an A-B-A’-B’-A” form. What I have 

described until now are the first A and B, and as it is the same themes and the same moods 

happening in the music, I will jump to the last A part, A”. This part is different from the 

other two A parts before, as it has a dramatic build up to the ending of the movement. In 

the Willis-recording they do the transition to the last andante different than the first one 

(Recording 16, time 0:00 – 0:20), and I like this one a lot better. They do the ritardando 

that is written in bar 194 (see figure 11), and they stick to the new tempo when they go on 

in the andante part, which is bar 200.  
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Figure'11:'Bars'190'?'199.'The'transition'into'andante'the'second'time,'I'think'it'should'give'the'same'feeling'of'
the'clouds'blowing'away'and'the'sun'coming'out. 

They start the last andante a little slower than the first and the second one, around bpm 70. 

It is not too much, but noticeable. Still I think the music should make me feel more 

relaxed in the transition into andante.  

 

I have to admit that I like the last andante the way they do it in the Brain-interpretation, 

although the transition into it does not appeal to me (Recording 2 – Brain, time 5:54 – 

6:22) where they do kind of a subito slower tempo in bar 200, with bpm 50 and it is too 

slow for my taste (Recording 2 – Brain, time 6:00 – 8:07). But there might just be a 

point to this; to make the last andante different from the earlier ones for the contrast, and 

also be able to push the music more forward when it later says un poco animato, in bar 

223 (Appendix 1, page 11). They start moving already in bar 208 and by the time they get 

to bar 223 and where the score says to go animato, they are in bpm 100, and I really like 

the way they build up this intensity. It sounds a little dramatic, and I am thinking that this 

is a point where Johannes thinks that he might be lost in the forest. He is looking around 

to every direction, and maybe he cannot find his way out. They keep this intensity up 

without going too far, all the way to bar 243 where the score says diminuendo, and it 

seems like a very natural place to start going back down to the nice walk in the forest that 

we had in the beginning. With this they do a ritardando and diminuendo, and they kind of 

fade out. In bar 256, when the music goes back to major, is where I picture Johannes 
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realising that he can see the way out and he is safe and will be fine. I like the ending in the 

Brain-interpretation. 

 

In the Jones-interpretation they stick more to what is written in the score for the tempos in 

the last andante, from bar 200 (Appendix 1, page 10. Recording 17 – Jones). They start 

the andante in their comfortable bpm 54, and they move just slightly up in tempo before 

bar 223 and when they get there they are in bpm 78. As the music grows more intensively, 

they move a little more forward and in bar 231 they are in bpm 88. This is the fastest they 

go, and I think that I need more contrast from the starting tempo to feel the intensity well 

here. This part that I would like to be a little more dramatic, feels like just another day in 

the forest with sun and some clouds with them. But I do like their dynamics in this 

passage. They start the ritardando and diminuendo in the same place as in the Brain-

interpretation, bar 243, which I think is a good thing. Then they do the fading out quite 

good, and the more I have listened to this one I like it better and better, because it is 

actually very relaxing how they go completely back in the tempo, and they still keep the 

sound going.  

 

 

Third movement 
 

In the third movement of this piece (Appendix 2) I think it is particularly important to be 

able to express feelings and emotions since this is the movement that is connected to 

Johannes’ mother. Also because it is a slow movement, I would say it needs the colours 

and emotions to not sound static.  

 

The three recordings by other ensembles do this movement quite similar, but there are 

some differences, and the differences to our interpretation are bigger. All the other three 

recordings start this movement in a very slow, but comfortable tempo, approximately bpm 

60.  

 

I like the beginning with the piano in the Brain-interpretation as they make it sound very 

heavy and sorrowful (see figure 12), and you can hear that life is not easy at this point 

(Recording 18 - Brain, time 0:00 – 0:22).  
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Figure'12:'The'beginning'is'very'nicely'played'in'all'the'recordings'

 
After the four bars of intro in the piano the violin and horn enter, and I felt a little 

disappointed. The lack of dynamics make it sounds like no phrasings and no lines in the 

music, and this lasts all the way until bar 16 (Recording 18 - Brain, time 0:22 – 1:30). 

They do phrase endings in both bar 9 and bar 15 (Appendix 2, page 1-2), which has a nice 

effect, but I would have liked it to be a little more clear, and they could have exaggerated 

this more. It says legato in the music, but to me it sounds like they think very tenuto on 

each note, which makes the phrases even more monotonic than they have to be. I think 

that the violin and the horn could have done this differently, by doing more of the 

crescendos and decrescendos here (see figure 13). 

 

 
Figure'13:'Bars'5'?'12.'In'the'Brain?interpretation'I'cannot'hear'the'dynamics'in'this'part,'while'in'the'Jones?
interpretation'they'do'a'lot'more.'(Violin'and'horn'part)'

 
I also get the feeling it is a little loud for the opening of this movement, and that the music 

should be more fragile, as it is about death and sadness.  

 

In the Jones-interpretation they do a lot more of the dynamics, and I noticed just after a 

few bars that the music spoke more and had more feelings. The pianist does a great 

introduction in the first four bars (see figure 12), and with his phrase ending in bar 4 it is 

so clear that something new will happen any moment (Recording 19 – Jones, time 0:00 – 

0:27). Then the violin and the horn enter in bar 5, making one long phrase in the bars 5 to 
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10 (see figure 13), and it’s a totally different feeling than the Brain-recording. This 

recording actually makes me very relaxed and a little reflective. In bar 10 the music stops 

a little too much as the phrase ending that the pianist does is a little bit too much in my 

taste. It gives me a feeling that they have to start the whole movement up again when they 

start in bar 11. When they arrive at bar 15, I really like how the pianist lets me know that 

he is starting a new phrase here, before the violin and the horn finishes theirs (see figure 

14), (Recording 19 – Jones, time 1:15 – 1:50).  

 
Figure'14:'Bars'13'to'16,'the'markings'show'where'the'piano'starts'his'phrase'and'where'the'violin'and'horn'
end'their'phrase. 

There is a little bit of difference from the two recordings I have mentioned about the third 

movement and the Willis-recording. The piano starts beautifully, and about the same 

tempo as the other two (see figure 12. Recording 20 – Willis, time 0:00 – 0:23). When 

the other instruments enter, they move a little back and forward in the tempo (see figure 

13. Recording 20 – Willis, time 0:23 – 0:55). I think this is a positive factor and that they 

are able to show expressions playing it like this. They clearly phrase two and two bars 

together and they also manage to make the whole line from bar 5 to 9 very clear by ending 

the phrase well in bar 9. In bar 10 the piano is a soft and elegant echo of bar 9 as a part of 

the phrase ending (see figure 15). The violin and the horn go towards the downbeat of bar 

9, while the piano actually goes towards the downbeat of bar 10 (Recording 20, time 

0:42). 
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Figure'15:'Bars'9'to'10.'The'piano'is'the'echo'of'the'violin'and'the'horn'from'bar'9'to'10. 

 

Compared to the Jones-interpretation, this ensemble does not show the new phrase that the 

piano player starts by herself in bar 15 (see figure 14). Although she moves on in a nice 

way, it is not clear from bar 15 that the new phrase is hers (Recording 20 – Willis, time 

1:10 – 1:38).  

 

We chose to do this movement in the Brissach-interpretation a lot faster than any 

recording I have heard of it. Our pianist started in a tempo approximately bpm 88 

(Recording 21 – Brissach, time 0:00 – 0:48). After listening to other interpretations I 

think our tempo is too fast, and it feels a little stressful. I also think that the meaning of the 

music disappears in this tempo. Despite our fast tempo, I do like the phrasing we do, as we 

play bars 5 to 9 as one phrase, and on our way we move towards the third beat in bar 7 and 

then the third beat in bar 8 (see figure 13). We follow the notations in the score for the 

dynamics. I think that when the piano starts his new phrase in bar 15 (see figure 14), it is 

clear that the new phrase starts there and the violin and horn keeps their phrase one bar 

into this (Recording 21 – Brissach, time 1:00). If we had only played it a lot slower it 

could have been close to perfect for my taste. 

 

When the horn player enters alone in bar 19 (see figure 16), I still have the same problem 

with the dynamics in the Brain-interpretation. It is still very flat and static, and to me that 

makes it less interesting (Recording 18 – Brain, time, 1:42 – 2:34). What is good about it 

is that the violin enters two bars later with the same melody very nicely, and the balance is 

very good between the horn and the violin. I can hear the violins melody just as well as the 

horns melody here.  
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Figure'16:'Bars'17'?'22.'There'are'big'differences'in'the'Brain?interpretation'and'the'Willis?interpretation'from'
where'the'horn'enters'in'bar'19,'with'the'phrasing.''

 

The static feeling in the music goes through the whole phrase and continues when the 

piano enters to bars after the violin, in bar 23 (see figure 17). In the end of this phrase it is 

the violin and the piano that carries the melody on towards the ending of the phrase in bar 

26 (Recording 18 – Brain, time 2:19 – 2:23). I would say that the vibrato in the violin is 

a big plus here for the Brain-interpretation, because these two bars actually gave me so 

little that I started searching for interesting things happening. And the vibrato was the most 

interesting thing (Recording 18 – Brain, time 2:20).  

 

I like the Willis-interpretation better in this part of the movement. When the horn player 

enters by herself in bar 19 (see figure 16), she starts playing actively right away and her 

entrance is connected to the piano sound, even when the piano actually quit playing 

already (Recording 20 – Willis, time 1:38 – 2:22). I hear that her phrasing is going 

towards the first beat of her third bar, even though it is very soft the whole way. The violin 

sneaks in very carefully in bar 21 and blends in the horn sound. The balance here is very 

good, and when the piano enters in bar 23 (see figure 17), it is still good balanced, even 

though the piano plays very clear eight notes.  
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Figure'17:'Bars'23'?'26.'The'Brain?interpretation'makes'this'passage'and'the'phrase'ending'in'bar'26'not'very'
interesting.'

 

The bar with the sixteen notes, bar 24, is played very differently in all these four 

interpretations. There is no articulation notated in this bar (see figure 18.1). In the Brain-

interpretation (Recording 18 – Brain, time 2:12 – 2:21) the horn player plays the last 

four sixteen notes without any particular articulation, and because of the legatos before it 

feels a little bit like he plays a relaxed staccato (see figure 18.2). In the Jones-

interpretation (Recording 19 – Jones, time 2:17 – 2:24) they do not really articulate at all 

on the last four sixteen notes. But it is very comfortable to listen to it anyway, and it gives 

me a calm feeling. The most interesting interpretation of just these two bars is the Willis-

interpretation (Recording 20 – Willis, time 2:03 – 2:10). The horn player here plays the 

legato as it says, but then one staccato sixteen, and the next three more tenuto (see figure 

18.3). I like this version of these bars, as it gives more life to the notes and the phrase. In 

our interpretation we chose to do all the last four sixteen notes with a tenuto feeling 

(Recording 21 – Brissach, time 1:40 – 1:46), which I kind of like, as it leads the sixteen 

notes forward in a good way (see figure 18.4). 
 

   
Figure'18.1:'As'it'is'written'in'the'score' Figure'18.2:'As'they'play'it'in'both'the'Brain?interpretation''

and'the'Jones?interpretation'
 

  
Figure'18.3:'As'they'play'it'in'the'Willis?' Figure'18.4:'The'way'we'did'in'the'Brissach?'
interpretation.'' ' ' interpretation'
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Just after this part there is a stringendo part, from bar 32 (Appendix 2, page 3), and in my 

opinion this part of the movement represents another state of mind with Johannes during 

his grieving process (Recording 19 – Jones, time 3:10 – 3:58). Unfortunately I am not 

able to understand or explain exactly how I feel when I listen to this part, or what I would 

want musicians to express here. There are obviously different emotions moving around, 

and I feel like maybe there is some sort of anger towards the unfair in life that took his 

mother away, and that he is upset that this happened to him.  

 

The six bars before the stringendo is played very nicely in the Jones-interpretation 

(Recording 19 – Jones, time 2:37 – 3:26). They are still going around bpm 60 when they 

start building up to this different mood in the music, from bar 27. When they arrive at bar 

32 they start the intensity right away, the tempo rises evenly and the eight notes that the 

violin and the horn switch between are flowing with great dynamics (see figure 19). 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure'19:'Bars'32'to'37.'The'eight'notes'in'the'violin'and'the'horn'parts,'and'the'notation'that'makes'the'music'
flow'well'in'the'Jones?interpretation.'

 

The intensity they start in bar 32 builds up and in tempo they are up to bpm 100 in bar 36 

(Recording 19 – Jones, time 3:25). They keep this up, even though they do the 

diminuendo that is written in the end of bar 37, and the intense feeling stays all the way to 

bar 39, where they start the poco a poco a tempo (Recording 19 – Jones, time 3:35). In 

this interpretation I think it is so clear that Johannes wants to show some different 

emotions about the incident with his mother, because it is so different from the main 

theme, although as I explained earlier, I do not really know what it is (see page 25). From 

bar 39 they move back down in the tempo, as it says in the score, and they slowly let the 
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dramatic emotions go to rest (Recording 19 – Jones, time 3:35 – 3:59). It is also a very 

clear and smooth transition in the piano, when he changes from sixteen notes to eight 

notes in bar 41 (see figure 20), and that makes the agitated music a lot more calm very 

quickly. 

 

 
 
 

 
Figure'20:'The'piano'changes'from'sixteen'notes'to'eight'notes,'which'makes'the'poco'a'poco'a'tempo'a'lot'
smoother.'

 

When they come back to a tempo in bar 43 they do the next four bars very slowly and it is 

very soft, so these few bars actually makes me go back to the very vulnerable state of 

mind (Recording 19 – Jones, time 3:58 – 4:25). I think this is a beautiful transition back 

to the main theme that starts in bar 47 (see figure 21).  
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Figure'21:'Bars'43'to'46.'The'violin'and'the'piano'make'the'transition'back'to'the'main'theme'so'vulnerable'in'
the'Jones?interpretation.'

 

In the Willis-interpretation I really like the dynamics they do through this whole 

stringendo part. Even before the stringendo, from bar 27 to 31 (see figure 22), it is notated 

the dynamic piano with diminuendo and the piano part even has piano pianissimo, and 

they do this very well throughout bar 31 (Recording 20 – Willis, time 2:21 – 2:48).  

 

 
Figure'22:'Bars'27'to'31.'The'dynamics'are'done'very'well'in'the'Willis?interpretation. 

 

This makes the beginning of the stringendo very soft, but still very intense. Their 

stringendo from bar 32 has a good build up (see figure 19), and they are clear on both 

tempo and dynamics the whole way (Recording 20 – Willis, time 2:45 – 3:15). In bar 36 

they are also in bpm 100, from their bpm 70 in bar 27 (Recording 20 – Willis, time 2:46 

– 3:34). I think it is obvious that it is the downbeat in bar 36 that is the top of this 

emotional ride in the stringendo. From this bar and into the poco a poco a tempo in bar 39, 

I get a feeling that they are playing a little motionless. They go on in a very stabile way, 
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following the diminuendo from bar 37, and then the tempo goes down as it says in bar 39 

(see figure 20), but the sixteen notes and the eight notes are a little bit too stabile. In a way 

you could say that they are playing it too correctly.  

 

The four bars that is the transition back to the main theme, bars 43 - 47 (see figure 21) is a 

nice place in the Willis-interpretation (Recording 20 – Willis, time 3:32 – 3:58). They 

play it a little faster than the Jones-interpretation, and I think that it is quite comfortable, 

as you can feel that it is moving forward. The one thing that I do not think is great about 

these four bars is the balance. When they start playing in bar 43 I can hardly hear the 

violin, in fact I cannot hear it before the second eight that she plays. Even though it says 

ppp in the violin and pp in the piano, both the parts should be hear able from the first beat.  
 
 

In the Brain-interpretation I do not really agree with a lot in the stringendo part. When 

they start playing four bars before the stringendo, in bar 27 (Recording 18 – Brain, time 

2:34 – 3:06), I cannot hear much of the dynamics that are written in (see figure 22). When 

they move on from bar 32 into the stringendo (Recording 18 – Brain, time 3:03 – 3:34) 

they are doing something weird with the eight notes, which I can dare to say I am sure is 

an idea of phrasing, but for me it just sounds very disorderly (see figure 23). They even do 

not agree on which eight note in their phrases to go towards in the bars 33 to 37. 

 

 
Figure'23:'Bars'32'to'37.'In'the'Brain?interpretation'they'do'a'strange'phrasing'in'these'bars,'stretching'the'
eight'notes. 

What I do like about this part in the Brain-interpretation is when they are back in tempo in 

bar 43 (see figure 21, Recording 18 – Brain, time 4:02 – 4:33). They play it very slow, 

around bpm 50 on the eight note, and if this was before I knew what this movement was 

about it would have been too slow for me, but with all the emotions in this music I think it 

is perfect with this tempo in these four bars. They play it kind of static also, but at this 
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point in the movement I actually like it, because I think that the “mesto” part is coming 

back and taking back its space in the music, after being away during the stringendo.  

 

There is a turn in the music in bar 59 (see figure 24), where a new theme in the movement 

is presented in major. I think this is a small light in the darkness for Johannes, and I can 

imagine that the sorrow lets go a little. The major lasts for two bars before there are two 

bars in minor. Then the same thing repeats itself. 

 

 
Figure'24:'Does'Johannes'feel'some'happiness'in'the'grieving'over'his'mother?'The'Brain?interpretation'makes'
me'think'so,'but'the'Jones?interpretation'does'not'as'much. 

 

I picture it being a feeling that tells him that even though he did not think so, he actually 

can move on. This theme is played very nicely in the Brain-recording (Recording 18 – 

Brain, time 5:41 – 6:34), except for the long notes in the violin and the horn in bars 61 

and 62, where I think they are trying a little too hard to hold long steady notes, and that 

just makes it motionless. When they arrive at bar 69, the passionata (see figure 25), they 

could definitely give more power to the top note there, as this could be a place where the 

happiness comes back after being away for so long (Recording 18 – Brain, time 6:40 – 

7:18).  
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Figure'25:'There'are'big'differences'in'the'different'interpretations'in'the'way'they'do'the'passionata 

 

They have a nice flow towards bar 73 and 74, but I feel that the crescendo in bar 73 starts 

a little too suddenly, which I do not like too much (see figure 26). Even though it does not 

say crescendo until bar 73, I think there should be a little crescendo before this, a little 

more even and gradual increase of the dynamics, and then a bigger climax in bar 74. But 

mainly they have a very good contrast in the dynamics here, and they make this place very 

powerful.  

 
Figure'26:'Bar'23'and'24'are'very'powerful,'and'definitely'a'climax'in'the'third'movement. 

 

In the Jones-interpretation I do not get the same feeling as in the Brain-interpretation in 

this part of the movement. The major bars from bar 59 (see figure 24) does not give me a 

happy feeling (Recording 19 – Jones, time 5:33 – 6:18), and if I were to interpret this 

recording with only knowing the part about his mothers death, I would never have thought 

to myself that this was a happy moment in the movement. They do phrases of four bars, 

where they move towards the third bar, where the piano takes over the melody, which 

makes the focus fall on the minor melody with the piano. Although, when they move on 

towards bar 69, the passionata (see figure 25) there is less sorrow (Recording 19 – Jones, 
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time 6:25 – 7:09). They make bar 74 a good climax (see figure 26), but they also do 

exactly what it is notated in the music and start the crescendo in bar 73, and with a 

marcato on the first beat of 73. I get a more dramatic feeling when they move on in bar 74, 

and I do not get the feeling of being free, like I want to have in this place. The fading out 

they do in the last bars, bar 85 and 86, is amazing (Recording 19 – Jones, time 7:25). It 

says only piano after the decrescendo, but they take it further down, and their last note is 

just dying into nothing. I think it is a great way of going back to the “mesto” after the 

major part. 

 

One thing that I miss a lot in both the Brain- and the Jones-interpretation is the sforzando 

in bar 83 (see figure 27). In the Willis-recording you can clearly hear that this is a point in 

the music they are really going for, and they want to make it an important part of this 

movement (Recording 20, time 6:40 – 6:55).  

 

 
Figure'27:'The'sforzando'in'bar'83'comes'out'a'lot'more'in'the'Willis?interpretation'than'the'Brain?'or'Jones?
interpretation,'and'I'can'definitely'hear'the'anger. 

 

When I heard in this interpretation I heard anger, and I realised that of course Johannes 

could have been angry about the situation he was in. Life is unfair, and why did his mother 

have to die. Maybe he was angry with her for a moment, because she left him, or maybe 

he was even angry with himself. Also the way they are making the crescendo in bar 82 is 

very well played. So the way I see these bars is that Johannes is sad and then the anger 

shows up, and then goes away just as quickly as it came, and it stayed for only one bar.  

 

In the Willis-interpretation I think that they express the happy feelings from bar 59 very 

well (see figure 24), and they make me think that Johannes could have been thinking 

about childhood memories and all the good times he spent with his mother at the point that 
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he wrote this exact passage (Recording 20, time 4:55 – 6:25). The piano is very clear in 

the rhythms in bar 68, which makes a good build up for bar 69 (see figure 25), and they 

have a nice long phrase all the way from bar 69 throughout bar 72 (Recording 20, time 

5:40 – 5:56), where they make an extra effort to get bar 74 to be the top in this movement 

(see figure 26). I love how they stretch the sixteen notes, which are the upbeat to bar 74. 

This was Johannes’ happy moment in a time where he suffered. 

 

In the Brissach-recording into the passioanta part (see figure 25) we made a little stop at 

the top after the last eight note before the downbeat of bar 69 (Recording 21 – Brissach, 

time 4:33 – 5:22). I like the way we did this, but I do think it was a little bit too loud in 

the bars before. We were able to keep the intensity all through the next bars, and from bar 

73 (see figure 26) into tempo primo in bar 77 I really enjoy listening to it, especially from 

the climax in bar 74. I am sorry to say that in the ending of this movement we were very 

out of tune, so I do not enjoy the last bar in the Brissach-interpretation. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 
The three recordings that I used for my theses answered a lot to my expectations, 

considering the time differences and their way of interpretate the trio. There were some 

main qualities for each one of the interpretations that I noticed and that I find important 

and that I would use or definitely not use if I will play this piece again.  

 

In the oldest recording, the Brain-recording, I cannot always hear a lot of dynamics, which 

for me affects the phrasing a lot and makes the phrases a little static sometimes. But they 

also have some spots where the dynamics controls the phrases, like in the beginning of the 

first movement and the end of the third movement. I think that they mainly could have 

done more of the dramatic dynamics also, for instance the sforzandos, to make the music 

less static. They stay in a steady tempo most of the time, and I do not think they explore 

the different ways they could have made the phrases more clear, for instance when they 

move towards a climax in the music they do not build up to it by playing a little heavier 

notes or drag the tempo, which I would have liked. The balance is good between the three 

of them, which I think is a little surprising considering how they did not have for instance 
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great microphones and this kind of technical equipment that could help with balance and 

such.  

 

In the second oldest recording, the Jones-recording, I was so surprised by the tempos, and 

the first time I listened to the first movement with them I didn’t know what to think. It was 

so slow, and I almost gave up listening through it. But during the first movement I realised 

that there were some qualities I did like, such as some of their phrasings and articulations. 

Sometimes I even thought that maybe the tempo was okay and that I could get the feeling 

of walking in the forest with the slow tempo. I think that the reason for this was that they 

expressed the music quite well, despite the slow tempo. In the third movement of this 

recording I felt more like I could identify with this interpretation. The tempo was more 

what I had in mind and a lot of their phrasings were very good. I would like to highlight 

the stringendo part from the third movement in this recording as very satisfying, and also 

the very ending of this movement. 

 

The third recording, the Willis-recording from 2009, is the one most like our own in the 

interpretation of the first movement. Even so, I do not necessarily like this one the best all 

the way through. In fact, I thought this interpretation was too fast in both the themes in the 

first movement, and I didn’t get the relaxed feeling I wanted from them. They do good 

phrasing in dynamics and tempos, and also with dragging some notes or moving forward. 

They are very clear on the dramatic dynamics like the sforzandos, which I like very much. 

Particularly I would like to highlight the part in the first movement around the bars 114 to 

124 with the climaxes and sforzandos coming after each other. I really love how they do 

that. In this recording they let the horn sound a lot and surprisingly it mostly does not 

sound too much, which means that it disproves my thoughts about playing too loud, just 

like in the Brain-recording. Although this interpretation mainly is faster than the other 

two, the third movement is about the same, and they have a lot of good qualities in this 

movement. Also here I think they do the louder moments very well, and towards the end 

it’s beautiful how they show all the emotions; sorrow, happiness and anger, and how close 

these emotions can be to each other. What surprises me a little with this recording is that 

they didn’t figure out the parts where the balance is not good. Unlike the Brain-recording 

this group actually had the opportunity to change the recording so that the balance could 

be better. Even so, they chose not to change the part where the violin does not sound 

through the sound of the piano.  
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If I were to play this piece again, which I hope I will, I think I would choose some 

qualities from all these different interpretations. If I would have to say anything more 

concretely, I would say that I really liked the main tempo from the Brain-interpretation, 

phrasing from the Jones-interpretation and the dynamics and phrasing from the Willis-

interpretation. And I would like to keep some ideas about the phrasing from our own 

interpretation. 
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